“An attitude of gratitude is priceless” say authors Katherine Scherer
and Eileen Bodoh. Following their mission to “touch lives with the
spirit of gratitude,” Scherer and Bodoh have coupled with The I AM
Foundation to gift books around the world. “Simple and profound,
gratitude can and does shift life experiences.” Women prisoners
are using Gratitude Works as a daily devotional in their recovery
work. Comments received are: “...your book has opened my eyes
to the beauty that’s in our world instead of all the ugliness I’ve seen.”
“It helps me open my heart to love others and to love myself.”
“I would like to say thank you and how much you’ve made a
difference touching our lives, our heart and feelings, our thoughts.”
Katherine Scherer
Eileen Bodoh
Partners of K & E Innovations, LLP

“... I think you’ve done a wonderful
job capturing the essence of the
power of gratitude.”
— Debbie Ford, Institute for Integrative
Coaching and Author of The Dark 		
Side of the Light Chasers

“Here is an elegantly graceful gift
of inspiration for the heart and
mind. Take liberal doses and feel
better instantly !”
— Alan Cohen,
Author of A Deep Breath of Life

“The authors have found expressions for reflection that soon
inspire in the reader a positive
outlook with new healthier
attitudes and a silent empowerment for each day.”
— Richard R. Blake, Reviewer
San Leandro, CA

A collection of 365 short stanzas explores what we have to
be grateful for in our lives. Each day focuses on one main thought.
The book can be read from beginning to end or opened at any page.
Other products include

• E-Books: “Gratitude Works Prayer Book” and “Gratitude Works Journal”
• Gratitude Angel Pins
• Future projects include a “Gratitude Works” Children’s Book – 2007-08

Orders may be submitted
through our secure website:
www.gratitudeworks.com
Email: gratitudeworks4u@aol.com

Gratitude Works: Open Your Heart to Love along with a compilation of Gratitude and Healing Resources
can be found on the author’s website www.gratitudeworks.com. Excerpts from the book and articles on
gratitude appear on numerous websites and ezines and have been featured in publications in Florida; San
Francisco, CA; Ottawa, Canada; New Mexico; Milwaukee, WI; Birmingham, MI; Greendale, WI, and Minnesota.
Katherine has been interviewed on several radio stations.

